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Nicole Boucher and Kristen Bachteler Lead Graduating Class of 2009

As the 2008-2009 academic year
eventually comes to an end, two
distinguished senior scholars will
continue to shine even after AP
tests, papers, and final exams are
done. Nicole Boucher, an
outstanding student commended
for her character, scholarly
aptitude, and leadership will
graduate Northwest with the
honorable title of valedictorian of
the Class of 2009, while Kristen
Bachteler, a close second, will also
step up to the podium on
graduation nightas salutatorian
to speak to her fellow classmates.
“I am very proud of Nicole and
Kristen’s accomplishments, and I
look forward to hearing them
speak at graduation and
watching them progress through
the college years,” commented
Mrs. Williamson. In the fall,
Nicole and Kristen will each
attend prestigious colleges:
Brown University, an Ivy-League
college in Rhode Island, and the
University of Notre Dame in
Indiana. “I chose Brown due to
its history of providing an
excellent education, its reputation
for a high level of political
activism, its open curriculum,
which allows students to pursue
the courses they choose rather
than those mandated by the
college, and for the way in which
the school is integrated into the

Notre Dame above all other
PSATs, with Nicole qualifying as a
city of Providence so that it is
finalist and Kristen as
colleges in order to fulfill the
never truly separate from the
commended in the National Merit
needs of her “body, mind, and
surrounding community,” stated
Scholarship Program. The
soul” through challenging
Boucher. However, seeking a
honorees stand as two of a select
academics, a comfortable campus
bachelor’s degree is not enough
55,000 students recognized for
life, and a satisfying spiritual life.
for the ambitious valedictorian.
their performance on the PSATs.
Both scholars are recognized in
She hopes to major in a
“What makes these
notoriously
individuals
demanding subject,
academically
biochemistry, and to
outstanding is the
potentially narrow
difficulty of the
her focus on medical
academic program they
research or practical
have pursued, their
medicine. While
work ethic, their desire
Nicole is still
to succeed, and the level
patiently considering
of their academic
a specific occupation
achievements,”
for the future, she
remarked Mr. Cusson.
will also think about
Mrs. Williamson also
joining Americorps
commented, “Nicole
or the Peace Corps
and Kristen are
after undergraduate
distinguished scholars
school to combine
because they achieve
her talent and
excellence with great
passion for science
with advocacy for
Valedictorian Nicole Boucher & Salutatorian Kristen Bachteler humility. Both girls
have an approach to
the poor. The
life that seems to demonstrate
sciences, however, are not the only the school for their excellent
gratitude for their gift of intellect
academic achievements: Boucher
interests that Nicole plans to
and willingness to apply
will wrap up her Northwest years
pursue. Infused with her love for
themselves to achieve what they
with a feat of sucessfully
biology is also her fervor for
are capable of.”
completing six AP classes and
political science, which she will
Such “gratitude” is manifested
HILL—a formidable
study through Brown’s open
through the girls’ curiosity and
curriculum—while Bachteler will
curriculum. Kristen is unsure
thirst for knowledge. Nicole
about her future as well, although finish her studies with a total of
especially enjoyed AP Biology due
four AP classes and HILL.
she contemplates studying
to the greater attention paid to
Furthermore, Nicole and Kristen
engineering or pre-law in order to
each topic in the course. Through
were both recognized by the
become an engineer or a lawyer
this course, Mrs. Montoney
College Board for their
particularly involved with
helped fuel Nicole’s passion for
distinguished performance on the
environmental policy. She chose
Alex McKenzie

By Rosa Park & Nicole Boucher

biology and chemistry. The
valedictorian also enjoyed AP
Calculus taught by Mrs. Metzler
as the course built a foundation
necessary for pursuing science.
Despite her interests in math and
science, Nicole appreciated
studying the humanities as well,
such as AP U.S. History taught
by the ever-engaging Mr. Garr
who enforced the influence of the
past on today’s political trends in
a very memorable way. As an avid
reader, Nicole also enjoyed AP
Language and Composition
taught by Mr. Cusson for the
focus placed on analyzing
literature, in contrast to merely
memorizing proper grammar and
structural rules. One of Kristen’s
favorite classes was HILL since it
provided a different, but effective
environment for one to discuss
contemporary issues fused with
Catholic morals. Mr. Tressler, her
teacher, particularly emphasized
the necessity of contemplating the
effect of our actions on the
common good. Moreover, the
salutatorian appreciated AP
Calculus as Mrs. Metzler
challenged her with a rigorous
curriculum in preparation for the
AP examination. “Her devotion
to her students’ success shines
and makes calculus seem far from
impossible and fun at times,” said
Bachteler. Kristen also gives credit
continued on page 3

Godspell Captures Audience Mock Trial’s Effort Leads Team to Victory
By Abby Johnson

Alex McKenzie

Tucked away in our Northface
backpacks between English
binders and Math textbooks is
one common publication that
travels with every Northwest
Catholic student during the day.
It is the oldest and most read
book in the world. This ancient

John-Michael Tebelak with music
by Stephen Schwartz, Godspell
first debuted on Broadway in
1971 and became an instant
success. It tells the story of Jesus’
life and teachings according to the
Gospel of Matthew. The apostles
are seen as a close group of freespirited friends all devoted to
Jesus. The Christian message and
stories of Christ come across
with a colorful and
contemporary twist in style.
“The 90’s twist was very cool,
because we could relate in a way.
The past few years here we’ve
done shows that were from
another era, and it was really
different to play in a time we’re
familiar with,” says senior Abbie
Sands. Everything from
costumes to set design to special
effects displayed a funky new
age take on rather ancient
stories. With inspirations from
costume designer Teresa Allen,
all actors and actresses were
dressed in colorful mismatched
clothing that seemed fresh, hippie,
and bohemian in style. Rainbow
hair, torn fishnets and
sweatbands were only some of
the accessories accenting the
vivacious characters on stage.
Nathan Hunter, a senior and long
time Dramateur member, played
the lead role of Jesus and was
dressed appropriately in a
Superman T-shirt to depict his
character. The set was a winding
bridge, constructed simply from
wood. Though it had a transitory
appearance, the set still took
many weekends of construction
to build, assuring safety and style.

The Godspell cast pumps themselves
up to perform on opening night.
script has directed the founding
of countries, the governing of
laws, and individual life journeys.
We hear its words on Sunday
mornings, in school
announcements, and religion
classes. Clearly, the Bible is that
book and this spring,
Northwest’s young up-andcoming actors and actresses
brought it out of their backpacks
and onto the Rice Auditorium
stage. Accomplishing yet another
outstanding spring production,
the Northwest Catholic
Dramateurs captivated audiences
with their rendition of the widely
acclaimed musical Godspell
earlier this April. Written by

contiued on page 3

By Bridget Daly
Northwest Catholic’s Mock Trial
team opened with an epic victory
at the Middletown court house.
This April, after months of
preparation, the Northwest
Catholic Mock Trial team
competed in the state
quarterfinals, winning two trials.
The NWC team first defeated
opposing teams from Mercy High
School and Marianapolis Prep.
Their final competitors were cross
town rivals, Conard High School
and Joel Barlow High School.
The judges praised the team for
their excellent litigation and the
vigor of the witnesses.
This club is supervised by teacher
Ms. Keating-McKeon, a lawyer,
who helps prepare students who
are interested in legal system. She
is assisted by her husband,
Attorney Michael McKeon. They
both sacrifice their time to further
broaden students’ understanding
of law. These advisors help the
students correct their statements,
and they also give them
background in the field of law.
The team is student-initiated and
comes along with an immense
amount of work. The team
makes up all aspects of a legal
team, and each person does their
own job to build the prosecution
and defense team.
As stated, the first case was won
by the defense team against
Mercy High School. Next came
the prosecution team’s victory
over Lyman Prep. Northwest
Catholic’s defense team also won
in the preliminary quarter finals.
In this round, the judges praised

the witnesses for their dramatic
acting of the events. In the state
quarter finals, the prosecuting
team battled against Conard
while the defense team matched
up with Joel Barlow. In these
trials, Attorneys Lauren Walz and
Patrick Kearney were
commended for their fine law
work.
This year the case addressed civil
liability after an electrical fire
burned down a rented barn
serving as an underage club. Jamie
Franklin, played by Patrick
Fagan, was suing Pat Cartwright,
played by Ryan Buckley, after the
barn Franklin rented to Alice
Logan and Eva Hoyt, played by
Alexis Harris and Emily Kapral,
respectively, caught fire burning
the crowd of teenagers inside.
When police officer Sam Stone,
played by Kristen Bachteler,
investigated the scene, she found
evidence of gambling
paraphernalia and a fully stocked
bar among the ashes. Although
Alice and Eva may seem like
innocent kids, Chris Lewis, Alice’s
former friend, played by Gina
Bettencourt, calls into question
the character of Eva Hoyt.
Working as attorneys on the
defense team were Madeleine
Livingston, Joe McAndrews and
Lauren Walz. Serving as the
attorneys for the prosecution
team were Katie Kuzoian,
Brandon Xing, and Patrick
Kearney.
The Mock Trial team has one of
the longest seasons out of all
sports and drama activities at
Northwest. This year’s team
began working in November for

the competition in April in order
to achieve victory. As junior Joe
McAndrews stated, “This Mock
Trial team is the greatest team in
school history. ” All of the
members of the team worked
hard both in and out of school
preparing for the competition.
Both teams must prepare their
own opening and closing
statements, which have to be
memorized and expressed with
energy. The witnesses are another
major aspect of the team. They
either make or break the case, and
this year they definitely helped
bring the team to victory.
McAndrews claims, “This team
was well prepared. Our
consistent hard work has paid
off in the end. Thanks to Ms.
Keating-McKeon and Attorney
McKeon, our objections were
timely, our witnesses were
excellent under pressure, and our
statements were piercing.”
The young team, with only
Kristen Bachteler graduating,
looks forward to next year.
“Mock Trial is an exhilarating
event that is entertaining to
watch,” says Mrs. Phillips. She
claimed that it is similar to
watching court dramas on
television, only with the familiar
faces of NWC students. To the
Mock Trial team, Mrs. Phillips is
a familiar face herself, along with
Mrs. Murphy and Mrs. Barrett,
who came to each and every
competition. The team was
grateful for the consistent and
enthusiastic support.
Congratulations to this year’s
team on a season. And don’t
forget, we’ll see you in court!
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LETTER FROM THE DESK OF THE PRINCIPAL
say “Yea, I gave to those drives”.
The sports teams have done
phenomenally well this year – in
wins and losses of course but
also in personal growth. The
football team was Conference
Champs (again!), but I hope they
will long remember presenting the
game ball to an ailing Mike
Romano ’77 and know how
much it meant to him and his
family. The ice hockey team went
farther that ever in States, but the
players will carry the memory of
all the students who came to the
games and took the long ride to
New Haven to cheer them on.
This is the year we added Girls
Golf to our program and the
team is doing great! Have you
heard about our Unified

Volleyball team? How about the
Honors Breakfast speaker who
was actually one of the
presidential electors for President
Obama’s election?
Maybe for a lot you it was other
things. The Holy Thursday
prayer service with the beautiful
pantomime presented by the
ACTS class was a special
prayerful moment. Or, did you
see how the audience members
were brought to tears at every
performance of Godspell? If you
are in grade 9 or 10 perhaps you
are thinking about how special it
will be when you celebrate your
Junior Investiture or when you
are inducted into the National
Honor Society. I surely hope so.

If you could be anyone else at
Northwest for a day, who would
you be, and why?

JD: Buy a giraffe!

JD: I would like to think that it
would be something terribly
clever, but it would probably be
something more along the lines of
“um, hi.”

Whatever memories you take
Maybe the best things about this
year for you were the
small things. Did you
make some new
friends? Did Mrs.
Harrison ask how you
were feeling when you
came back from being
absent? The day you
dropped your books
in the hall and people
stopped to help might
be special moment for
Principal Mrs. Margaret Williamson
you. And who can
from this year or the last four
forget 4:30 am on Cool School
years – cherish them. A lot of
day with cars streaming onto
people in this world don’t have
Wampanoag Drive? If you are
too many happy memories. Make
me, it might be 500+ people
the most of all of your moments
singing Happy Birthday that day
and come back in the fall ready to
– I hope your birthday was
make special memories again!
special in some way too.
Passages Archives

June 2009 – can you believe it is
here already? It seems like just
yesterday that we welcomed the
class of ’09 as Freshmen and we
have welcomed the classes of
’10,’11 and ’12 since then!
Congratulations to our Seniors
and best wishes as you move on
to the next stage of your lives!
As the beloved performer Frank
Sinatra says “It was a very good
year.” I’m sure everyone has their
favorite memory of the 08-09
school year – here are a few
suggestions to help you make a
list. In spite of a recession, the
NWC community collected more
money that ever for the annual
turkey drive in the fall and a huge
number of toys for sick children.
As you read this I hope you can

Inside Out: Editorial Edition
Jess Di Francesco, Mike Murray, Nikki Milewski, Mrs. Jennifer Montoney

Jess Di Francesco: Mrs. Avery
because she’s so creative, and Mrs.
Montoney because she’s a genius.
Nikki Milewski: Mr. Tressler, so
that I could speak German and
teach the HILL class.
Mrs. Jennifer Montoney: Mrs.
Juda, to know what it feels like to
be loved and feared at the same
time.
If you were stranded on a desert
island, who would you want to be
stranded with, and why?
JD: John Whiting, because he’s an
Eagle Scout and he could save us.

MM: Purchase an unreasonable
amount of books and CDs.
NM: Save enough to take care of
my family, and donate the rest to
charity.
JM: Buy a state of the art
portable chemistry lab, because
science is cool!
What annoys you the most?

NM: A comedic inventor who
could make me laugh while
figuring out how to get us off the
island.
What words of wisdom do you live
by?
JD: “Life’s what you make it, so
let’s make it rock!”
MM: “To do that” and “to do
this.”
NM : “Dance like no one is
watching, love like you’ll never be
hurt, sing like no one is listening,
and live like it’s heaven on earth.”
JM: “All life is an experiment. The
more experiments you make the
better”-Emerson.
Who or what always make you
laugh?

If you could ask God any one
question, what would it be?
JD: Why?

NM: Crocs, and people who are
fake.

NM: What purpose do
mosquitoes serve?
JM: How is my Grandma?

What would be your personal
theme song?
JD: “Circus” by Britney Spears.
MM: “Everybody’s Got
Something to Hide Except Me
And My Monkey” by the Beatles.

If you could have only one food for
the rest of your life (assuming that
this strange situation would not
affect your health), which food
would you choose?
JD: My Nonna’s Chicken soup,
it’s so amazing.
MM: Toast.

NM: “Lessons Learned” by
Carrie Underwood.
What would your first action as
President of the United States be?

NM: It’s a three-way tie between
mashed potatoes, pizza, and
cheesecake.

If you could live anywhere in the
world, where would you live?
JD: Some place with good food.
MM: Wagga Wagga, Australia.
NM: Italy. It’s so beautiful and
the food is fantastic.
JM: New Jersey. Pollution and
Industry… oh home!
If you could manage any
professional sports team, what
team would you choose?
JD: The U.S. Olympic Marco Polo
Team.
MM: The Auckland Aces.
NM: RED SOX!!! I would get
fired it I ran the Yankees into the
ground.
JM: Yankees. I mean let’s face it
they are a better team than the
Red Sox.

JD: Make my cabinet members do
it all.

If you could hear what someone is
thinking for a day, who would you
choose, and why?

What would be the title of your
autobiography?

MM: Banish the Jonas Brothers
from the country.

JD: Baz Luhrmann because he’s a
genius.

JD: If You Can’t Take the Heat,
Stay Out of the Kitchen.

NM: Get out of Iraq.

MM: Morgan Freeman, just to
hear a normal day narrated in his
voice.

MM: The Story of the Alright
Little Boy.

JM: Free healthcare.
What movie could you watch over
and over again, and why?

NM: Mrs. Juda, she is awesome.
What is your greatest ambition in
life?

What magazine do you always look
forward to getting in the mail?
JD: Gourmet or Bon Appétit.
NM: Seventeen.

MM: Poorly written articles.

MM: The Princess Bride, since it
happens to be unnecessarily
fantastic.

JD: To cure cancer. Or at least to
provide funding for someone
smart enough to do.

NM: Emily Schwartz and her
wonderful sarcasm.

NM: Pirates of the Caribbean…
Captain Jack, enough said.

NM: To be an author and to raise
a family.

JM: My daughter, she is hilarious.

JM: Breakfast Club, it brings
back memories.

JM: To be a good Mom.

What would be the first thing you
would do if you won 10 million
dollars?

NM: My mom. She’s the
strongest and most caring person
I know.

JM: Can you hear me now?

MM: Gravity.

JD: Titanic. It’s super.
JD: My karate students and Dr.
Luddy.

NM: Love not war.

MM: Kurt Vonnergurt Jr. His
writing is quite stupendous.

JD: Improper grammar.

JM: Repetitive noise.
Mike Murray: Dr. Luddy. We’d go
back in time and stop ourselves
from getting stranded.

MM: Don’t you have anything
better to be doing?

JD: My mom, because she’s
superwoman.

JM: Cooking Light.
What random fact are you most
proud to know?
JD: Koala bears aren’t really
bears, and they are actually pretty
mean.

Who is your hero, and why?
If the whole world were listening,
what would you say?

MM: The Titanic actually split
from the bottom up.

NM:
Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia
is the fear of long words.
JM: The small intestine is 23 feet
long.
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Boucher, Bachteler Exemplify Scholarship
continued from page 1
to Father Moran for enhancing
her learning experience at
Northwest. “He expertly fused
religion with culture and taught
one of the best religion classes I
have taken in all of my years in
Catholic school,” she commented.
“His passion for learning helped
religion come alive to me.”
However, Kristen and Nicole’s
interests reach beyond academics.
“These girls make a difference at
Northwest Catholic because they
are willing to share their gift with
others,” remarked Mrs.
Williamson, “In addition, I
admire the way that they both
seem to understand who they are
and select activities to participate
in that suit their personalities and
help stretch them as people.”
Outside the chaos of tests,
quizzes, and papers, Nicole
unselfishly devotes her time to
community service and activism.
She recently participated in the
Take the Lead program at Mount
Holyoke College where she
discussed inner city poverty
issues. “Community involvement
and social action have played an
essential role in dispelling my
ignorance and making me a
stronger advocate for the poor,”
stated Nicole. Moreover, Boucher
participates in the Connectikids
tutoring program and Thursdays
in the City to offer love and
friendship by tutoring kids living
in Hartford. In her church,
Nicole served as the Youth
Representative of the Christian
Education Board, participated in
the Youth Services Opportunities
Project (YSOP) in New York
dealing with issues related to
homelessness, and is currently
teaching Sunday school. Kristen
also offers her soul to the
community as she has tutored for
two years and lectored for St.
Brigid Church for four years.
Furthermore, Bachteler served as
a CCD assistant for two years, a
volunteer at the Blair Manor
Nursing Home, and a volunteer
for the Tabor House. Besides

community service, Kristen was
involved in various activities from
sports to leadership to a simple,
relaxing hobby such as skiing.
Kristen played on the JV field
hockey team for three years and
in AAU (Amateur Athletic
Union) Basketball League for
two years. For the mind,
Bachteler shared her writing gifts
through Northwest Passages, and
is presently co-copy editor with
Boucher on the newspaper staff.
She participated in Mock Trial as
well, and was recently praised for
her outstanding delivery as
witness in the court. Nurturing
the soul, Kristen was also a
member of Empty Bowls, sharing
her artistic creativity by painting
bowls in order to raise money to
feed the hungry. However, among
the vast gamut of extracurricular
activities, Kristen’s favorite is her
involvement with a unique local
organization called “The
Grounds,” for which she
organizes activities for teenagers
dedicated to involvement in a safe,
drug and alcohol free
environment. “Through this
experience, I have met great
people by branching out in my
community and been opened up
to wonderful opportunities such
as coordinating concerts,” said
Kristen. Nicole is also actively
involved with other
extracurricular activities. She has
channeled her interest in politics
through Global Awareness,
Amnesty International, and
Model U.N. She also participated
in Dramateur productions, such
as appearing in The Crucible as
Sarah Good, a woman falsely
accused of witchcraft during the
Salem Witch Trials. Outside of
school, Boucher plays the piano
and flute, expressing her musical
alter-ego. In the midst of such a
full schedule, both scholars still
managed to succeed in their
academics at Northwest. Despite
the turbulent academic storm,
Northwest will be missed as
Nicole and Kristen will leave
Northwest to commence a long
journey into a brighter future.

Memories such as the HILL trip
to Italy shall remain—with a hint
of nostalgia—in the hearts of the
scholars as the experience offered
an opportunity to strengthen
bonds with other students. In
fact, the entire experience at
Northwest itself shall continue to
last in the girls’ hearts as they
recall the lessons learned during
their high school life. “Northwest
has helped me to recognize the
need for competing only with
myself and not others,” admitted
Nicole, “This basic understanding
greatly helps me to avoid
comparison with others that
would cause stress, and my work
ethic derives from effort intended
for the benefit of learning and
not grades.” Kristen also added,
“Northwest has helped shape me
as it has stressed the importance
of fusing one’s talents with moral
obligations. At Northwest, I have
learned how one can use their
talents to benefit the greater
community and work to make a
difference for others. Northwest
has shaped me to look beyond
myself and towards others.”
Kristen continued, “At
Northwest, I learned the necessity
of how you present yourself.
Though ‘tuck in your shirt tails’
may be one of the things I look
forward to not hearing for awhile,
the message behind such sayings
resounds in my head. It is
therefore important to take into
account how you always portray
yourselves to others and that they
see you as the person you are or
want to be.” With these lessons
newly embedded in the scholars’
minds, on June 3rd, Nicole and
Kristen will enter the Cathedral
of St. Joseph more mature and
wise than four years ago. In their
white graduation caps, the
honorees will each approach the
podium to speak to their fellow
classmates with wisdom not
attained from heaps of textbooks
and piles of handouts, but from
their hearts, which shall guide
them through life as they walk
away from the alma mater into a
bright future.

proceeds to the national and
international levels for individual
winners. Each student first

place over the summer. The
Northwest Catholic team was
awarded a plaque for their

Dramateurs Take A Bow
continued from page 1

Abbie Sands adds, “It was also
really implied—we had a very
minimal set so it was almost as if
it could happen anywhere, with
anyone.” In many ways, this
musical and its cast strove to
make connections with the
audience. Glow sticks were
handed out during performances,
the ensemble danced and sang
through the aisles, and a powerful
video, designed and created by
sophomores, Ryan Gilmour and
Chris Kallfelz, ran across the
backdrop. This film contained
pictures and images of present
day people, symbols, and
environments which related to a
song or skit being acted out at the
time. All these details took much
time prior to the opening night.
Practices started as far back as
January and ran throughout the
weeks with multiple rehearsals
each day. The dedicated
performers could be seen at
school until 10 o’clock some
nights, perfecting each scene.
Director and producer, Mrs.
Avery adds “We are used to
producing shows that have a
logical through-line, where the
plot dictates how the show will be
rehearsed. Godspell forced
everyone involved to think
outside-the-box, and the show
that resulted was truly a labor of
love. Never has a rehearsal
process been more difficult or
rewarding.” When those large,
green velvet curtains did spread
apart, the delivery was spell
binding. All Dramateurs were
extremely professional and deeply
involved in each song, scene, and
character. One could read it on
the faces of those on stage, the joy
and excitement of being part of
such an amazing show. Anyone
lucky enough to witness this
production could feel the positive
vibe and spirit it portrayed. The
biblical parables acted out in
Godspell were given new life while
still holding true to their
messages. When asked about how
he kept the “funky fresh” style in

Northwest’s Chemistry Olympiads Win First Place for Region

A select group of Northwest
Catholic Honors Chemistry and
AP Chemistry students recently
competed successfully in the
annual Chemistry Olympiad
competition held on March 12th at
the University of Connecticut.
The chemistry team, moderated
by Deacon Sutherland and Mrs.
Montoney, achieved a first place
finish in the Connecticut Valley
region. Team members chosen
from AP Chemistry included
Kristen Bachteler, Sarah
Chambers, Michael Deneen,
Bridget Kiley, taught by Deacon
Sutherland. Participants from
Honors Chemistry included
Dillon Bowen, John Sullivan,
Sharon Grimshaw, Jei Cho, and
Ali Lamari, all taught by Mrs.
Montoney.
The Chemistry Olympiad is a
highly respected competition of
high school students who
demonstrate their depth of
knowledge of Chemistry by
successfully completing a series of
competitions based on what they
have learned in their chemistry
classes during the school year. It
starts at the local level and then

did not train for this competition
specifically due to the preparation
given by Mrs. Montoney and
Deacon Sutherland over the
entire year that covered a
broad range of topics. When
asked about the expectations
of the team, junior AP
Chemistry member Michael
Deneen answered
enthusiastically, “We knew it
was a tough competition and
our goals definitely didn’t
include winning any type of
award!” The team members
have not received their
individual scores on the exam
but it is obvious based on the
achievement of winning a first
place plaque that the team did
extremely well. When asked
how he thought the team did
at the competition, Deacon
Sutherland answered proudly,
“It was definitely a team effort.
Each person contributed to
the success of the team. I am so
proud at what they
accomplished!” The Northwest
Catholic Community wishes these
students further success in future
endeavors in the chemistry field
and looks forward to learning the
final results of the recent
competition.
Mike Murray

By Mara Case

The team poses with advisors Deacon Sutherland & Mrs. Montoney.
answered a sixty-question
multiple-choice exam, followed by
a free-response section and lab
section for the highest scorers.
For the individual winners, the
competition continued on the
national level in April, and then
the international exam will take

achievement as a whole group.
When asked about the goals the
team wanted to achieve during
the competition, senior member
Kristen Bachteler replied, “The
goals of the team were most
importantly to have fun and to
see how we can apply our
chemistry knowledge.” The team

mind for his character, senior
Nathan Hunter said, “I found it
somewhat difficult at first but
when I was in doubt I would just
think W.W.J.D.?! Many would
think it would be difficult trying
to keep the show contemporary
while still telling the different
biblical stories but the different
blocking helped to lend us a little
freedom in just being kids and
having fun and I think that’s
what helped to keep the show
contemporary.” Even the music
was original and followed the
story line perfectly. Both audience
and cast favorites included “Day
by Day,” “God Save the People,”
and “Light of the World.” The
instrumentals were all played by
students and staff members of
Northwest and teachers from
nearby schools. “The music in the
play was interesting and fun. It
covered a lot of different genres.
In general, it was pretty easy to
learn, too,” says senior, Michael
Conway, a rookie to the stage at
Northwest but who played John
the Baptist and Judas very
convincingly. With all these
components, it wasn’t hard to
grasp the meaning being put
forth. The show presented a
vision of love centered in Jesus
and energetically lived out as a
family. The free expression shown
in the characters’ clothing,
personalities, and movements
spoke to the audience about
having confidence and showing
what unique persons God made
each one of us. Godspell delivered
a message to all people in a fun
light hearted manner. It further
showed that unlike society’s usual
view of religion and Christ,
Christians can get silly, have fun,
and live life joyfully with the light
of God inside them. Well spoken
in the musical itself, “if your light
is under a bushel, it’s lost
something kinda crucial!”
Congratulations to the cast and
crew for accomplishing another
extraordinary example of
performing arts and visual
meaning of Christian life that cast
a Godspell over everyone.

Student Council
2009-2010
Announced
We are pleased to announce
the Student Council officers
for the 2009-2010 school
year:

President: Patrick
Kearney
Vice President: Zachary
Boorman
Secretary: Gretchen
Kelly
Treasurer: James
Fellinger
Congratulations to these
hardworking students. We
look forward to a fun and
productive school year.
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HILL Class Travels to Italy Over April Break Band and Choir Win at Disney

Jess DiFrancesco

Mrs. Varney

By Luke Pelton

o’clock on a Monday morning.
Although the trip was over, the
fun-filled spirit of Disney will stay
with the students as a lifetime
memory. However, the true
nature of the venture, to compete,
was not overlooked. The students

During April vacation, the
Northwest Catholic Music
Department competed at the
prestigious Festival Disney in the
most magical place on Earth:
Walt Disney World.
The participating
groups included the
Concert Choir, Jazz
Choir, and Women’s
Choir under the
sagacious tutelage of
Mr. Daniel Avery, and
the Wind Ensemble
and Jazz Band under
the direction of Mr.
Ray Sinclair,
extraordinaire. The
groups were led by
Mrs. Avery, the trip
Abbie Sands, Nathan Hunter, & Brianna
coordinator,
Tomazic pose outside Magic Kingdom
accompanied with her
did not allow all the wonderful
young son Charles and parent
distractions of Disney to sway
chaperones. As anticipated, Mrs.
them from their path to success,
Avery planned a list of fun-filled
as they brought their “A” game to
activities for the students. As
the stage during every
soon as the group checked in at
competition. Mr. Avery and Mr.
the wonderful All-Star Music
Sinclair were both very pleased
Resort, the students were allowed
with the performances of their
a few hours of free time, during
ensembles. When asked for
which they could roam around
further comment, Mr. Sinclair
the resort or swim in the
said that the festival was one of
instrument-shaped pools. That
the best-run, best-adjudicated,
night, the group was taken by the
and most fun festivals he has ever
bus to see the Fantasmic show, a
attended. The efficiency of the
performance of epic proportions.
festival, he said, allowed more fun
The following day, the Concert
for the participants. He also
Choir and Women’s Choir
competed at the Saratoga Springs commented that the skill level of
Resort. Both groups had amazing the other competing groups
presented new challenges to
performances, and afterwards
Northwest’s groups, a necessary
each group received the privilege
obstacle for further musical
of participating in an onstagegrowth. Some of the groups were
clinic by the festival adjudicators.
not far off from a “Superior”
After their hard work, the group
rating, as the Jazz Band received a
went to the Magic Kingdom,
score of an 89.8 and the Wind
where they enjoyed rides such as
Ensemble received an 88, both
the Space Mountain. The next
groups barely missing the 90
day, the Wind Ensemble
point cutoff. Mr. Sinclair, Mr.
competed at Hollywood Studios,
Avery, and Mrs. Avery were so
where they also had an
pleased with the results from
extraordinary performance. The
Festival Disney that they decided
Jazz Choir and Jazz Band also
to make a department policy for
competed that same day, and
the Music
performed equally
Department
well. The scheduled
to compete at
destination that
the festival
night was
every four
Hollywood
years, while
Studios.
engaging in
Unfortunately, the
smaller
park closed early
competitions
so Disney’s magical
in the years
transit system
betwixt. The
brought the group
students were
to Epcot, where
equally
they witnessed the
satisfied with
Illumination
the festival.
ceremony, a
The magic of
moving view of
Disney, it
Disney’s hope for a
seems, still has
united, peaceful
an effect even
world. On
on the older
Saturday, the
The group takes the first ride of
generations of
group enjoyed the
the day on Expedition Everest.
children. Also,
thrill of Expedition
Everest as well as free breakfast at the frequent trips to the theme
parks played no small part in the
the Animal Kingdom. Later that
“fun” aspect of the trip. With the
day, the group journeyed back to
fun of the trip also came
Epcot for the awards ceremony,
responsibility, and the students
where all five groups received an
showed that they could manage
“Excellent” rating. Moreover, the
both. However, another element,
Jazz Band received the top place
joy, played the most important
in their division comprised of
part in the success of the trip. It is
eleven other bands. However, the
that joy which surpasses the need
fun could not last forever;
to win, or get the highest score,
Sunday meant that it was time to
that so often dominates such
go home. The groups boarded
festivals. The passion of the
their flights and landed at JFK
students and the dedication to
airport at midnight. The journey
did not end yet, as a nice long bus their craft stands as Northwest
Catholic’s greatest trophy, one
ride awaited the weary travelers.
that will never get dusty so long
At last, the students met the open
as students arise to wield it.
arms of their parents at three
Conor McDonnell

Jess DiFrancesco

peaceful vista of the city at the
foot of a monastery. Easter
Sunday Mass was spent in a
small church with the Mass

Genna McGowan

infusion of modern and ancient
culture, particularly in Rome,”
says Nicole Boucher. Na Rae Shin
Every year, the HILL class travels
adds, “In Italy, you can feel that
to Europe to experience a new
history is living in
culture through sights, sounds,
people’s lives.”
and, most pertinent to this year,
Sights in Rome
food. Most pertinent, the class
included the
would agree, because the 2009
spectacular ruins
HILL trip was to a land of
of the Roman
mouth-watering pasta, succulent
forum, the awesteaks, and delectable desserts:
inspiring
Italy. HILL class member Maura
Coliseum, the
Graham elaborates on the
mysterious
excellent meals: “Nothing will ever
catacombs of St.
compare to their pasta, pizza, and
Sebastian, and the
calzones,” and Ryan Dowd
majestic St. Peter’s
proclaims to have experienced
Basilica. The
“The best fettucine alfredo on the
Roman forum was
face of the earth.” On April 8th,
a favorite of many,
the HILL class left for a ten day,
The group admired the great sights of Italy.
as Cara Oleasz
four city tour of Italy. The first
describes, “I liked the Roman
entirely in Italian, which was a
stop was Venice, for a one night
Forum because the structure of
very different and educational
stay in the truly magical and
such an ancient market/political
experience for all. The third city
mysterious labyrinth of narrow
ground was amazing to explore
was the beautiful Siena. Most
alleyways closely bordered by
and just as it seemed the last ruin
agree that the one night stay was
high walls, winding canals of
of the Forum was explored, many
not enough to enjoy the beauty
murky depth crossed by
more would appear around a
and peacefulness of the city.
hundreds of bridges, and a
corner.” Another special
Much less crowded than the
plethora of plazas peaking out
experience was the Papal audience
other more touristy cities, Siena is
from the end of the alleyways.
at the Vatican: every Wednesday,
unique in that it has made an
The most unique feature of
the Pope addresses the crowds at
Venice is the lack of cars. Venice is effort to uphold its medieval
St. Peter’s square in several
characteristics, complete with
a city entirely traversed by
different languages, and visiting
winding streets and high walls.
pedestrians, gondolas, and other
groups are called by name and
The Piazza del Campo, home to a
forms of small water
encouraged to stand up and
biannual intracity horse race,
transportation. Sights in Venice
cheer. Hearing the Pope speaking
provides a sunny respite from the
included St. Mark’s Basilica, the
in various languages and seeing
shady streets. The top of the
Doge’s Palace, a gondola ride, a
him in person was unforgettable.
museum provided
Other memorable sights included
the most
spectacular view of the Spanish steps, the Trevi
fountain, and the Vatican
the whole trip: the
museums, complete with the
unspeakably
world famous Sistine Chapel. The
beautiful Tuscan
Vatican Museum is home to some
countryside
of the most famous artworks in
surrounding the
the world, with room upon room
city of closely
of famous painting after famous
packed red roofs
painting. Hanna Bertoldi
and rooftop
enthuses, “There was such an
gardens. Siena
overwhelming amount of art at
gained its fame as
the Vatican Museum that I could
the birthplace of
never possibly see it all in one
St. Catherine of
trip, so we saw the highlights.”
Siena, the saint
The last night in Rome was spent
who wrote to the
in Finocchio, a suburb outside of
pope in France
HILL class takes time for a group
Rome, enjoying pizza at the
during the
shot while touring Italy.
pizzeria of the family friend of a
Avignon Papacy,
HILL class member.
stunning view from the top of the admonishing his behavior and
The HILL class trip to Europe is
St. Mark’s bell tower, and the first recommending he return to
a chance for the class to
Rome. Forward thinking for a
of many after dinner treats
experience another culture in a
woman of her time, St. Catherine
known as gelato. A creamy,
unique way. Mr. Tressler explains,
was truly unique, as the murals in
delicious ice cream, gelato comes
“The experience of visiting
her home (now a museum) depict
in dozens of unique flavors with
another country allows students
her having visions of Jesus and
which most HILL class members
to look at the world in which we
Mary. A church dedicated to St.
were unfamiliar, such as baccio
live from a different, fresh
Catherine contains the preserved
(chocolate hazelnut), and tartufo
perspective.” He adds, “The
head and finger of St. Catherine,
(truffle). Next on the agenda:
which provided a unique sight for people of Italy are most
Florence. Two nights in the
welcoming—their love of good
the HILL class. The fourth and
historic and beautiful city in the
food and their desire to share
final stop was Rome. The capital
heart of Tuscany. Florence was a
never fail to amaze me.” Another
of Italy, Rome, is by far the
completely different experience
special aspect of the trip is the
than Venice, with cars driving
way in which the class bonds.
everywhere, but nonetheless
“The trip to Italy was a trip of
completely mesmerizing. One of
a lifetime,” claims Mara
the most memorable activities in
Gauger, “The thirteen other
Florence was the bell tower with
people that I traveled with
four hundred and fourteen stone
were great too!” Emily
steps climbing upwards to a
Schwartz adds, “Overall, the
breathtaking (literally) view of the
best part of the trip was our
surrounding city. The Duomo, or
growth as the HILL class, and
cathedral, in Florence was also
how we are all friends. We are
spectacular, with its massive
definitely the best HILL class
white, pink, and green striped
ever.” The HILL class trip to
marble walls looking almost out
Italy will stand out as one of
of place in the midst of the more
the highlights of each class
modern buildings surrounding it.
member’s senior year, and the
The Ponte Vecchio, literally “Old
memories will stay with them
Bridge,” served as an awesome
forever. Kristen Bachteler
window shopping experience as
sums up the trip, “Italy was an
the high quality gold and
The group took a gondola ride
eye-opening experience to a
silversmith shops were a little
through the canals of Venice.
melting pot of cultures that
above price range. Easter Sunday
fills Europe. This experience
biggest city with the most sights.
provided the opportunity to
instilled a desire to seek out what
Rome is one of the most historic
escape the city for awhile, with a
bus ride up a small mountain to a cities in Italy: “I was struck by the the greater world has to offer.”
By Jess Di Francesco
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‘05 SENIORS ‘09
Northwest Catholic Seniors Choose Their Colleges ... And Their Futures
Theodore Agnew....................................................University of Massachusetts
Michael Auletta.............................................................Quinnipiac University
Kristen Bachteler......................................................University of Notre Dame
Angelica Badillo.....................................................Central CT State University
Kathleen Baldassarre.........................................................Syracuse University
Shaelagh Begley.............................................................University of Hartford
Jessica Belpedio........................................University of Massachusetts/Amherst
Hanna Bertoldi..................................................Franklin and Marshall College
Peter Boin.................................................................................Curry College
Jennifer Bonee............................................................Saint Joseph’s University
Michael Bonfatto..............................................................Fordham University
Nicole Boucher.....................................................................Brown University
Kevin Boya..................................................Wentworth Institute of Technology
Jennifer Braun..................................................................Saint Joseph College
Michael Brickley...............................................................Fairfield University
Christopher Byrne.................................................................Miami University
Courtney Carroll.........................................................................Iona College
Cortlandt Carter...........................................................Franklin Pierce College
Joshua Chacon..........................................................University of Connecticut
Sarah Chambers........................................................University of Connecticut
Isabel Chavarro......................................................Central CT State University
Anthony Cicero.......................................................Tunxis Community College
Matthew Clapis......................................................................Endicott College
Julie Cleary.......................................................................Fairfield University
Matthew Collins........................................................University of Connecticut
Omari Comrie........................................................Central CT State University
Michael Conway.....................................................................Endicott College

Samuel Corey.......................................................................Kents Hill School
Jhordan Debeatham.........................................Manchester Community College
Brooke Denver..................................................................Anna Maria College
Dillon Desiderato......................................................Southern Vermont College
Jessica Di Francesco..........................................................Syracuse University
Andrea Dombek......................................................................Wagner College
Kayleigh Donnelly.......................................................University of Delaware
Ryan Dowd........................................................................Providence College
Megan Drusedum.......................................................Saint Joseph’s University
James Duncan..................................................................Fordham University
Maura Eagan................................................................University of Scranton
Caitlin Erickson.....................................................................Endicott College
Madelyn Filomeno....................................................University of Connecticut
Ryan Foster.................................................................University of Cincinnati
Colin Fox..................................................Central Connecticut State University
Mitchell Fox.............................................................University of New Haven
Janae Frazier..........................................................................Elon University
Kara Frechette.......................................University of North Carolina/Charlotte
Boris Garcia.....................................................................Fordham University
Mara Gauger............................................................University of Connecticut
Sarah Geissler......................................................................Bryant University
Carmine Giuliano......................................Eastern Connecticut State University
Jacob Golic..............................................................University of Notre Dame

Lyanne Gonzalez...........................................................University of Hartford
Claire Gostyla...........................................................University of Connecticut
William Grady............................................Hobart and William Smith Colleges
Maura Graham.............................................................University of Scranton
Alyssa Gualtieri.................................................................Providence College
Laura Hannifan..........................................................Saint Joseph’s University
Joseph Harris..............................................................University of Richmond
John Heslin............................................................Eastern CT State University
Garrett Hickey..................................................................Assumption College
Catherine Hijeck...............................................Catholic University of America
Melissa Horn.........................................................Coastal Carolina University

Brittney Huffman.....................................................................Trinity College
John Hug.............................................................................Brown University
Nathan Hunter...................................................................Manhattan College
Richard Jakiel Jr................................................................Assumption College
Andrea Jimenez.............................................................University of Hartford
Ann Ragan Kearns..........................................................Penn State University
Caitlin Kearns.......................................................................Stonehill College
Nicole Kelly.............................................................Undecided/4 year College
Lauren Kent......................................................................Providence College
Bridget Kiley...................................................................Villanova University
William Kinley...................................................Western New England College
Amadia Lafortune-Colon........................,...................Undecided/4 year College
Gregory Lake............................................................University of New Haven
Codie Landsman...............................................................Fordham University
Christina LaPorte...................................................Coastal Carolina University
Xavier Lassiter.....................................................Southern CT State University
Stephen Lenczewski................................................Western CT State University
Caroline Leuenberger................................................................Marist College
Maria-elena Lopez....................................................Undecided/4 year College
Daniel Lynch............................................................University of Connecticut
Jordan Mansfield.......................................................Undecided/4 year College
Victoria Mansolillo...........................................................Muhlenberg College
John-Joseph Marino...................................................Undecided/4 year College
Rebecca Masciocchi...................................................College of the Holy Cross
Nicole Milewski................................................................Fairfield University
Gladys Miranda...............................................................Saint Joseph College
Clive Morales................................................................University of Hartford
Kara Moras.......................................................................Emmanuel College
Sean Murphy..............................................................Northwestern University
Michael Murray..........................................................Northeastern University
Cara Oleasz.......................................................................Providence College
John Olson....................................................................University of Hartford
Uzoma Orchingwa........................................................Loomis Chaffee School
Stephanie Papillo...............................................................Assumption College
Kaela Paternoster.............................................................Villanova University
Drew Pelletier.........................................................Queen’s University/Canada
Brian Pepin..................................................Wentworth Institute of Technology
Adam Powojski..................................................................Fairfield University
Lester Primus..................................................................Vanderbilt University
Michael Ray...........................................................Central CT State University
Ashley Reyes.............................................................University of Connecticut
Hannah Rienow......................................................................Geneva College
Abigaile Sands..................................................................Fordham University
Jillian Sands...................................................................Saint Anselm College
Emily Schwartz......................................................................Tufts University

Chloe Scobee.................................................................University of Scranton
John Shevchuk...........................................................University of Connecticut
Na Rae Shin..............................................................University of Connecticut
Anna Smith.............................................................Roger Williams University
Mary Sopelak..........................................................Michigan State University
John Spignesi.....................................................................Providence College
Kylie Steadman...........................................................University of Richmond
Patrick Tanguay..............................................................Saint Anselm College
Brittaney Thomas.................................................Southern CT State University
William Thompson III........................................................Providence College
Brianna Tomazic............................................................Quinnipiac University
Mikka Tracey.........................................................Central CT State University
Margaret Tuite...............................................................University of Hartford
Katherine Ulrich.........................................................University of Pittsburgh
Kristin Vallen..................................................................St. Michael’s College
Nina Varney....................................................................University of Dayton
Andrew Vicki...............................................................University of Delaware
Kevin Victoriano....................................................................Guilford College
Kathryn Walsh.......................................................................Endicott College
Craig Watts.............................................................Roger Williams University
Sarah White...................................................................University of Hartford
John Whiting........................................................................Whitman College
Christian Williams.....................................................Undecided/4 year College
James Williams..................................................Franklin and Marshall College
Vanessa Willis................................................................University of Hartford
Elizabeth Winland.....................................................University of Connecticut
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And the 2009 Prom Court Is ...
Prince
Prayag Faldu
Court
Jei Cho
Kevin O’Toole
Justin Strid

Princess
Gabby Marandino
Court
Bridget Daly
Roz Gilbert
Sarah Merkel

King
Kevin Boya
Court
Jake Golic
Lester Primus

Queen
Madelyn Filomeno
Court
Ali Gualtieri
Melissa Horn
Caitlin Kearns
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Class of 2009 Recalls Four Years of Friends, Homework, and Memories
What will you miss most about
Northwest Catholic?

If you could go back in time, is
there anything you would have
done differently?

“My second family in the
drama department” -Laura
Hannifan

“Focused more” -Catherine
Hijeck

“The comfy chairs in the
Father Bock Room” -Bridget
Kiley

“Sure, but I can’t go back, so
why dwell on mistakes?” Nicole Boucher

“Miscolored tiles on the floor” Mike Conway

“Done Mrs. Juda’s homework”
-Peter Boin

“I’m going to miss
Mr. Swanson
yelling at me
everyday” Shealagh Begley

“Hot uniforms. Hot as in
sweaty and gross” -Angelica
Badillo
“The 45 minute drive I take to
get here everyday” -Mara
Gauger
“I won’t miss having to wear
socks with my shoes all the
time” -Kristen Bachteler
What can you always count on
at Northwest?

“When the baseball team went
to the state championship” Dillon Desiderato
“Playing at Yale for the semifinals in hockey” -Craig Watts

“I’m most proud of
passing math every
year” -Nathan Hunter
“Finishing high school”
-Mike Conway

What aspect of
NWC won’t you
miss leaving
behind?

“Honors Breakfasts” -John
Whiting

“Watching Mr. Przech race
Peter Boin” -John Whiting

What accomplishment
are you most proud of?

“My friends and the
teachers” -Mara
Gauger

“Lack of air conditioning” Nicole Boucher

What was your most memorable moment?

“First touchdown” Jake Golic

“The small tightknit community” Caitlin Kearns

“Edline” -Jack Heslin

the radar.” -Colin Fox

“Making it through
Mrs. Juda’s class...so
far” -Jess Belpedio
“I would have found the people
I’m friends with now freshmen
year” -Kara Moras

“Making it four years” Courtney Carroll

What was your most humiliating moment of high school?

What is the most important
thing you learned in high
school?

“Getting lost in cross country
practice” -Peter Boin

“Dr. Luddy is the man” -Ryan
Foster

“Every time I’ve spaced out in
class” -Sam Corey

“Be friends with the librarians”
-John Whiting

“Freshman year in the cafe
getting a soccer ball punted at
the back of my head and
passing out from it” -Shealagh
Begley

“Grades do not make a person”
-Lester Primus

“Screaming ‘North’ at a pep
rally when no one else did” Laura Hannifan

“True friends will always be
there when you need them” Claire Gostyla

“Seeing Mr.
Callahan” -Omari
Comrie

“Do more than you are
capable of ” -Kara Frechette

“Work hard and have fun. High
school passes by fast.” -Kara
Frechette
In what ways have you changed
since ninth grade?
“Oodles of facial hair’ -Jake
Golic
“Definitely matured” Courtney Carroll
“More independent” -Kara
Frechette
“Stopped caring about what
other people think” -Kara
Moras
If your life philosophy could be
expressed on a bumper sticker,
what would it be?
“Keep back 500 feet” -Peter
Boin

“Mrs. Juda” -Maura Graham
“Mr. Fitz” -Richard Jakiel
“Father Moran” -Garrett
Hickey
“Dr. Luddy” -Cara Oleasz
Quote one thing you know by
heart:
“There once was a judge who
cared nothing for God nor
man” -Nathan Hunter
“Turn back, oh man” -Laura
Hannifan
“Once upon a midnight dreary
. . .” -Cara Oleasz
“Clean on, under, and around”
-Caitlin Kearns
Name one trivial thing you
learned in high school:
“Stay classy” -Kara Moras

“Don’t be afraid to be
yourself ” -Sam Corey

“Safety” -Madelyn
Filomeno
“The strictness in the
library” -Lester
Primus

“Mrs. Harrison” -Will Grady

“In all that you do, strive to
compete with yourself to do
better, not with others” -Nicole
Boucher

What teachers from NWC
would you most like to have as
a college professosr?

What is the best advice
anyone has given you?
“‘Learn baby, learn’-Mr.
Tressler” -Bridget Kiley

“Always someone there to help”
-Caitlin Kearns

“Be nice to
all your teachers” -Catherine
Hijeck

“How to tie a tie” -Craig Watts

“Good times” -Craig
Watts

“A crowded parking lot in the
spring” -Dillon Desiderato

“Stay relaxed
and have fun.
That’s what
high school is
for” -Lester
Primus

“Always be yourself and be
careful of who you choose as
friends” -Omari Comrie

“You can always
count on long
announcements” Nathan Hunter

“Mr. Callahan
telling me to shave” Mitchell Fox

“Follow your
heart, go
with your
gut” -Caitlin
Kearns

“Freshman year I accidentally
tucked the back of my skirt into
my shorts and walked into the
cafe like that! A senior had to
come let me know why everyone was laughing!” -Claire
Gostyla
“I have none, I flew low under

“Don’t ask me questions
when you know I’m going to
answer them” -Mitchell Fox

“I am smarter than your honors
student” -John Whiting

“Carry the 7” -Richard
Jakiel

“Live laugh love” -Maura
Graham

“Sleep is better than cramming” -Madelyn Filomeno

“Be good and be good at it” Craig Watts

What advice can you pass on to
incoming freshmen and underclassmen?

“Determination + Ambition =
Success” -Omari Comrie

“Your locker will never open
easily” -Dillon Desiderato

“Grab life by the horns” Courtney Carroll

“How to calculate the area of a
trapezoid” -Mitchell Fox
“Roosevelt’s dog was named
Checkers” -Mara Gauger
“Ellen Degeneres solves all
problems” -Jess Belpedio
“Intelligent people have more
copper in their hair” -Bridget
Kiley
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Point-Counterpoint: Should Website Access Northwest is a Cool School
Be Restricted and Limited at High Schools?
Point: Students Say ‘No’ to Blocked Websites
By Meghan Feeney

a distraction to others so long as
the volume was kept down to a
minimum. In addition, while
many videos on YouTube are not
appropriate, these videos can be
blocked instead of restricting the
whole site itself. The videos most
students watch are sports and
music-related videos, all of which
are considered appropriate for
public view. The restriction of
YouTube also creates problems
for teachers since many videos are
educational; the site, if permitted,
can be a great learning tool. The
computer programming in the
school system blocks other sites
that fit in categories considered
unrelated to school, but
sometimes it creates unnecessary
blocks due to general
categorization. Almost any
student at Northwest can say that
they have clicked on what turned
out to be a blocked link while
browsing school-related
information. The block or “sonic
wall” gives a reason stating why it
was blocking the site such as
“MP3 streaming” or “mature
content”, although these sites are
valid and clean. Useful sites are
being blocked from student use.
Students at Northwest need to
have better options for free
periods and permitted use of
YouTube and iPods would not
harm the educational atmosphere.
Hardworking, diligent students
deserve a privilege and a chance
during a long and stressful day to
relax and enjoy themselves.

add to the experience of working
in the library. “I believe being able
to visit certain websites definitely
detracts from completing
academic work,” she says. “But I
think you have to define your
terms. You can’t simply make a

internet at school, I tend to not
waste time at all whenever I use
the internet, even at home. I think
less distractions have a lot to do
with that.” Junior Tim Lusardi
thinks along the same lines. “I
think the habits that I develop
now are going to help me in the
future. Having filters just helps
me stay focused.”
While the filters do serve their
purpose, there are instances
where they do in fact inhibit
academic research. Many
students have reported being
denied access to legitimate
websites by the filters when
researching for projects or
doing other school work. This is
because often times, the filters are
incapable of blocking
inappropriate content without
blocking other useful websites
that fall under the same category.
“It is sort of annoying sometimes
when I’m looking for info on a
project or something and I can’t
go to a certain website,” says
freshman Megan Baker. “But you
get over it.”
Though a majority of students
naturally favor a more lenient
approach to internet filtering in
schools, blocking websites is
ultimately beneficial to the
students by preventing
distractions. Students sit down at
school computers with the
ambitious intention of
completing schoolwork, but soon
find that they have the whole
world at their fingertips and
become sidetracked. In order to
keep this from happening, the
blocking of non-academic
websites should continue.

By Keelan Ledwidge
Whether it is checking one’s
fantasy baseball team or updating
one’s Facebook status, many
students usually find some reason
to use the internet at school for
non-academic purposes. Though
these students usually find
free periods to be
convenient times to
complete such “work,”
they may not realize how
harmful such a distraction
truly is to them.Many
schools, such as
Northwest Catholic, have
begun to both
acknowledge and to address the
problems that the internet poses
to students at school by
establishing internet filters.
Internet filters block access to
certain websites that are
categorized as “inappropriate” by
the users that establish them. In
the Northwest Catholic library
and resource room, these
restrictions exist to help the
students utilize the computers in a
constructive way. Without filters,
many students admit that they
would find it difficult to use the
internet in such a way.
One student, who wished to
remain anonymous, recalled, “I
often come to the computer room
intending to do work. However, I
usually find myself on Yahoo!
Fantasy Baseball, and by the time
my free period ends, my lineups
are flawless but I have no work
done.” Mrs. Phillips, Northwest’s
librarian, certainly agrees. She
believes preventing access to nonacademic-related websites helps to

Alex McKenzie

Counterpoint: Blocking Increases Productivity

list of websites to block, because
it grows larger every year.”
This annual increase can be
staggering. According to the
website, www.pingdom.com, an
incredible 31.5 million websites
were created in 2008 alone. And
with the emergence of new social
networking and blogging services,
such as “Twitter”, many school
administrators find it difficult to
keep up. “I think you need to
check for new blogs annually,
even semi-annually,” says Mrs.
Phillips. “It’s a lot of work, but it
pays off since it makes the
internet here as academic-friendly
as possible.” Though some
students are annoyed by internet
filtering, many actually find it
beneficial. They have found that
not only do they complete more
work during their free periods,
but they have also developed
better web-surfing habits in
general. According to Senior,
Kristin Vallen, “Because I spend a
lot of the time working on the

Mr. Dodd

At Northwest Catholic, students
work diligently to complete
homework, study for tests, and,
in general, get all their work done
during spare time at home and
their free periods each day.
Everyone is kept extremely busy
with sports, extracurricular
activities, and community service,
which creates enough burden
without the huge pile of
schoolwork built up throughout
the course of an average school
day. One’s school day usually
consists of at least one test or
quiz, sometimes a lab, and several
periods of note-taking and
learning. This schedule begins to
weigh on students over time.
Northwest students are
renowned for their hard work
and exceptional academic
achievement. A lot of effort is
made throughout a student’s four
years at 29 Wampanoag Drive to
rise up to the high level of
expectations. The hard work does
make for a great high school
experience, builds good character,
and prepares young people for
college and beyond. For all the
effort though, students cannot
truly enjoy a free period during
which they may have some spare
time to kill. During a free period,
there are three venues to choose
from: the cafeteria, the library,
and the resource room. In the
cafeteria, one can talk with
friends and complete school

work, but no iPods or listening
devices are allowed to be used. In
the resource room, students can
work silently on schoolwork or
use computers for schoolwork.
In the library, students must be
silently working on either written
or electronic work. None of these
options allow a student to take a
break and relax during the day.
When a student finishes
homework and needs some time
to relax, no place in the school
exists to do so: the cafeteria is
loud, while school work is the
only activity permitted in the
library or resource room. A
student cannot use a computer in
the silent study areas to watch a
video on YouTube, check e-mail,
or play games. Many high schools
have computer labs for students
to sign into during free periods.
Students can put headphones on
and enjoy music, or play
computer games that are fun but
also educational. While this
option could encourage
procrastination and laziness from
students, some high schools
reserve these privileges for
students meeting the proper
academic requirements.
Northwest Catholic students
work hard enough for such
privileges. Moreover, students
should have the option of using a
personal listening device while
working on school work during
free periods in any of the three
venues. Music helps many
students work and would not be

Principal Mrs. Margaret Williamson chose to celebrate her
birthday with the student body at “cool schools” on March 20.
Schools.” Recently, Northwest
Catholic was chosen as the
Channel 3 Eyewitness News “cool
school” of the week and was
featured on March 20 in a live
broadcast hosted by Morning
News anchor Mike Hydeck. A
written response featuring the
“cool” things about Northwest
had to be submitted to the
Channel 3 news station in order
for our school to be selected
above other potential candidates.
At 4:30 in the morning, hundreds
of spirited Northwest students
piled in the gym for an exciting
two-hour live broadcast that
profiled “cool” things about
Northwest. Teachers and
students alike flaunted their best
green and white apparel to
showcase their Indian pride for
the early risers on a beautiful
Friday morning in March. The
first 500 students received
authentic “Cool School” T-shirts
to keep as a memento of their
cool school experience. Weeks
prior to our “cool school”
experience, various students
gathered together a list of some
of the coolest things about
Northwest. Posters were hung,
announcements were made, and

filmed a segment during their
rehearsal and performed a clip of
their favorite scene from the
show. A few select students from
the Catholic Worker program
including Mika Gauger, Elizabeth
Allen, and Mary Beckerman were
featured in a segment to represent
the outreaching hands of the
Northwest community to those in
need. Not only were these choice
aspects of our school featured on
Channel 3, but many others were
displayed during the “Cool
Schools” pep rally at 5 a.m. The
day of the pep rally, students and
teachers alike arrived in the dark
morning hours ready to cheer
when the “camera-guy” gave us
the okay to raise the roof of
Northwest Catholic. The
Cheerleaders were the first to be
featured, followed by over 300
spirited students decked out in
their finest green and white. The
jazz band raised the intensity with
their stimulating and crowdpleasing music. Never before has
Northwest been given an
opportunity such as this to show
the community how “cool” our
school truly is. Not only did this
opportunity demonstrate how
the Northwest community

Mr. Dodd

By Sam Frasco

While most of Connecticut was
nestled in their beds dreaming
of…well…more sleep, the
Northwest Catholic community
was cheering and screaming at the
most exhilarating pep rally our
school has ever seen: “Cool

Indoor Track and Field Team
consisting of Alden Jasper,
Trenton Jackson, Ryan Siegel,
and Eric Kennedy displayed their
lightening-fast sprinting skills
against Mike Hydeck in the
hallway, stopping the news
anchor dead in his tracks. The
cast of the musical Godspell

Students arrive early, decked out in their best green, in order to
cheer on Northwest as this week’s “cool school.”
excitement bubbled to the surface.
Mrs. Michelle Murphy and Mrs.
Williamson, the facilitators of this
thrilling event, joined in the
excitement as Northwest
prepared to profile our “cool
school.” Dr. Luddy and his
students created their own
hovercraft, which they displayed
at the pep rally, giving Mike
Hydeck a wild ride! The boy’s
4x100 meter relay team from the

reaches out to others, but it also
highlighted other unnoticed
aspects of the school such as the
Calculus club, jazz band, the
musical cast, the Catholic Worker
volunteers, our foreign students,
and our senior facilitated dodge
ball team for cancer. Although
“cool schools” has come to an
end, the loud cheering, piercing
screams, and prominent school
spirit will never be forgotten.
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Inside Out: Josh Chacon, Brooke Denver, and Mr. Avery
BD: “If you can’t see the bright
side of life, polish the dull side.”

Josh Chacon: I’m Hispanic.

DA: Be your own teacher. Be
inquisitive and find your own
answers.

Brooke Denver: I have a puppy
that looks like a huge black bear.
Mr. Dan Avery: I own a star in the
constellation Lynx, RA 8h 54m
58s D 33º 57’. It is
named FantastiDJA.
Really, come to my
office and I’ll show you
the title deed.

What three things could you not
live without?

BD: Mrs. Juda because
she has so much power
and I want to know
how she corrects so
many papers so quickly.

Bridget Daly

If you could be anyone
else at NWC for a day
who would it be, and
why?

Brooke Denver
BD: My cell phone, iPod, and
food.
DA: A piano, soup, and my
futon.
Who or what makes you laugh?

Bridget Daly

BD: I laugh at everything.

Mr. Avery

DA: My son, Charles. It may
sound cruel, but even when he
is in the middle of a crying fit
he is still so cute that it makes
you laugh.
What would be the first think
you would if it you won 10
million dollars?

DA: Mr. Reese, I hear he has cable
in his office.

JC: Buy a smart car with an
airplane engine in it.

If you were stranded on a desert
island, who would you want to be
stranded with?

BD: Buy a lot of food and
celebrate with a dance party!!

JC:The Metaphor Fivaz.
BD: Captain Jack Sparrow
because he has already escaped
the deserted island twice!
DA: Besides my wife and son, I
would choose Bob Newhart
because he would somehow make
the situation seem funny.
What words of wisdom do you live
by?
JC: “Be strong, be army strong.”

DA: Cell phones, texting, the
merging of the fashion and
technology industries. Who cares
what color your iPod is!?
What would be your personal theme
song?

If you could have only one food for
the rest of your life (assuming that
this strange situation would not
affect your health), which food
would you choose?

JC: Hollywood, California.
BD: On a pretty beach in
Smileyberg, Kansas (everyone is
really happy there).

JC: ‘Again’ by Mitch
Fox featuring Joshua
Chacon.

DA: The Seychelles islands in the
Indian Ocean. Remote, gorgeous,
relaxed pace of life. You don’t
have to mow a white sandy
beach.

BD: ‘Let it Rock’
because when I arrive I
bring the fire!

If you could manage any
professional sports team, what
team would you choose?
Bridget Daly

What would people be surprised to
learn about you?

DA: The theme from
the 80s sitcom
Newhart. It was
written by the
composer Henry
Mancini and reminds me of a
relaxing, undisturbed, rural
existence.

JC: Chicken McNuggets with
plantains and a soda on the side.

What would your first action as
President of the Unites States be?

BD: Grilled cheese sandwich and
tomato soup.

DA: I would be terrible at it so I
wouldn’t want to visit that upon
the Red Sox or Celtics. I might
fly out to San Diego and try to
lift the Padres out of obscurity.

JC: Make gasoline free and add
Puerto Rico to the US.

DA: Cugino’s Chicken enchilada
soup.

What would be the title of your
autobiography?

BD: Paint the White House pink,
and give myself a tour of it.

If you could hear what someone is
thinking for a day, who would you
choose, and why?

BD: Love me, Hate me, Say what
you want about me.

DA: To set aside more land for
National Parks and Wildlife
refuges and to work with other
countries to do the same thing.

Josh Chacon

JC: Barak Obama because he
runs the United States.

What movie could you watch over
and over again, and why?

BD: Mr. Fletcher because I want
to be that smart and tell amazing
stories.

JC: Transformers because they’re
robots in disguise.

What is your greatest ambition in
life?

BD: Pirates of the Caribbean (the
first one). It’s my favorite!

JC: Live life to the fullest.

DA: Groundhog Day. Bill
Murray is an unstoppable force
of nature in this 1993 comic gem.

DA: First, I would jump up and
down and yell “Yippee! Yipee!”.
Then I would put a lot of it
towards the preservation of
endangered animal species as well
as the funding of an animal
shelter for homeless cats, dogs,
and other pets.

BD: Just dance, gonna be okay, da
da doo-doo.

What annoys you the most?

DA: Slow down!

JC: My alarm clock ringing in the
morning.

If you could ask God any one
question, what would it be?

BD: That noise when someone
scratches a seatbelt.

JC: How’s Biggie and 2-Pac?

If the whole world were listening,
what would you say?
JC: “Taste the crust, smell the
garlic, now look at the cheese.”

BD: To travel everywhere.
DA: To raise a happy son.
Who is your hero, and why?
BD: My Mommy!
DA: I wouldn’t call any of them
my heroes, but here is a list of
people I admire and respect: Bob
Newhart, Billy Joel, Paul Pierce,
John McCain, in fact I’ll stop
there. John McCain was offered
early release from a prisoner of
war camp and refused it until all
of his fellow prisoners were also
released. I’ll pick him.
If you could live anywhere in the
world, where would you live?

JC: Germany’s girls table tennis
team.
BD: The New Zealand National
Underwater Hockey Team.

DA: The title of R.E.M’s early
greatest hits collection was very
clever: “Eponymous”.
What magazine do you always look
forward to getting in the mail?
JC: Seventeen
BD: Highlights, because I love
stickers.
DA: I don’t get any in the mail
but I enjoy reading any of the
various cooking magazines out
there, looking for recipes and
testing them out on my family.
What random fact are you most
proud to know?
JC: I am the shortest student in
Northwest Catholic History.
BD: The sound of E.T. walking
was made by someone squishing
jelly in their hands.
DA: The word “music” started
out as an adjective like “terrific”,
or “frantic”. You might have
said: “Mitchell Fox is very
music”, meaning that he had been
touched by the muses.

DA: What killed the dinosaurs?

Dr. Richard Luddy Discusses Proton Theory at CERN in Switzerland
By John Whiting
Perhaps the latest and greatest
development of the twenty-first
century will be made possible
because of the discoveries of
Northwest Catholic’s own science
teacher, Dr. Richard Luddy.
The question about what makes
up the world we live in has been
asked from the very beginning of
mankind to this day. Man once
thought that everything was
made up of the basic elements:
water, earth, wind, and fire. From
the four ancient elements,
however, we now have more than
one hundred different elements
that make up the periodic table.
But even these numerous
elements are made up of
something: atoms. Atoms contain
protons, neutrons, and electrons.
According to conventional

scientific teaching, the atom is
made up of electrons and the two
nucleons: protons and neutrons.
Along with his partners,
Professor Islam, Mr. Kaspar, and
Dr. Prokudin, Dr. Luddy has
been trying to further our
knowledge of the atom, and more
specifically, the structure of the
proton.
In Geneva, Switzerland at CERN
from June 29 – July 3, Dr. Luddy
will speak of atomic make-up
from the invention of the “plum
pudding model” to the 1965
discovery of quarks. Since 1965,
the amount of research and
experiments has been increased in
an effort to discover more about
quarks and the make-up of
nucleons.
Dr. Luddy explained some basic
facts concerning the quark. There
are three quarks per nucleon and

for a proton two are “up” and
one is “down,” and in a neutron
two of the quarks are “down”
and one is “up.” From the
research dating back to 1965
about quarks, in addition to the
incredible amount of thought,
math application, and general
genius, this group of nuclear
physicists has applied to this
project, these scientists came up
with a theoretical model of
proton structure which they will
test at the European Center for
Nuclear Research’s Large Hadron
Collider (CERN LHC for short).
With the LHC, physicists are able
to collide protons with more
energy than ever before, 14
Trillion eV, which is about seven
times the amount previously
used. Dr. Luddy explained that
more energy allows them to attain
a better picture of the proton

structure. He compared the level
of energy in his experiment to
megapixels on a digital camera;
the more pixels there are, or the
more energy there is, the better
the picture quality, whether its of
proton or a sunset.
Dr. Luddy’s experimental
collision, depending on if it is a
glance or a direct collision, will
cause the protons to scatter in
specific ways. In a dead-on
collision, a valence quark from
one of the protons should be
scattered.
Therefore, with the LHC and the
Total Elastic and Diffractive
Measurement (TOTEM) group,
Dr. Luddy and his partners will
be able to attain a better idea of
proton structure than ever before.
A fairly interesting, and
somewhat amusing, aspect of this
experiment is the fact the

physicists need a seventeen-mile
long loop of underground tunnel
to measure a subatomic particle.
No one quite knows how the
information about quarks and
proton structure will help anyone
or be applicable to the regular
person. For the most part, Dr.
Luddy and his fellow physicists
are trying to discover more about
the atom and proton so that
possibly someone will realize that
this information can be applied
and something that was never
even imaginable before is now
possible.
The occurence of great
innovations and practical
inventions happens all the time in
science from situations similar to
this. It is an incredible privilege of
Northwest Catholic to have a
teacher at the cutting edge of
modern scientific discovery.
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SPORTS
The Northwest Catholic Men’s
Tennis Team has a record of 2-6
so far. This record is not due to
lack of effort or hard work,
however, and the Men’s Tennis
Team, or “Mennis” Team as some
people call it, has plenty of time
to turn things around. The team
lost key players such as last year’s
captain Jon Olszewski, senior
Brian Young, and junior Joe
McAndrews who is out due to
injury, but others have stepped up
to fill those spots. Rich Jakiel and
Joe McAndrews were named cocaptains of this year’s team and
have done a fine job of being
team leaders. Rich Jakiel leads by
example on the court as the
number one singles player while
Joe McAndrews provides much
needed moral support and insight
from the bench. These two are
captains that all the other players
on the tennis team can believe in.
As captain, Rich Jakiel said, “I
feel really close and connected to
every single player on the team
and I think that translates to
better play on the courts, because
when the going gets tough and
you know you have a team full of
brother like guys rooting you on,
it really helps out. It definitely
helps me out, I love these guys.”
The Men’s Tennis team has also
benefited from the addition of

Ameet Katkar, who transferred
to Northwest this year. He has
been a very nice welcome addition

just started off a bit rusty but are
just starting to find their groove
and play to their potential.” This
turned out to be correct when
Northwest squared off
against Berlin on May 1st.
They showed up at Berlin’s
home turf and rapidly
defeated the Red Coats 6-1 in
dominant fashion. These are
the kind of wins to be
expected from the Northwest
Men’s Tennis team for the rest
of the season. Head Coach
Mr. Crowley and new
assistant coach Philips, a
Northwest grad, will stop at
nothing to ensure this is the
case by encouraging and
coaching his players to push
the players to go beyond even
what they thought they could
accomplish. Rich Jakiel
further said, “Every guy
down to the underclassmen
Connor Deneen reached for the serve.
plays an important role on
while team seniors Greg Lake,
this team and I couldn’t imagine
Dan Lynch, Jimmy Williams,
the team if it were missing any of
Mike Auletta, Andrew Vicki and
them.” This tennis team is a true
Captain Rich Jakiel all continue
band of brothers and will battle
to fill roles on the court and also
any match till the very last serve is
set a great example for everyone
hit and will never give in. With the
else on the team so leadership can
will, drive, determination, respect,
stay strong for future Northwest
and absolute passion for the great
Men’s Tennis teams to come. This
game of men’s tennis that this
team has a resilient attitude which team possesses, success is the only
is why no one is worried about
foreseeable thing in their future.
the slow start. Captain Joe
Each and every one of them
McAndrews said, “I think guys
expects nothing less.
Joe McAndrews

By Matt Clapis

Northwest Track Boasts Impressive Achievements
By Joe McAndrews &
Michael Murray

Junior Nicco Greco finishes his
second mile with ease.
state title in 2006 and managed to
claim the Northwest Conference
Championship last year. The
boys, in similar fashion have won
both State and Conference
Championships recently, as well
as making an appearance at the
Nike National Championship
Track Meet in Boston.
According to Captain Nia Harris
’10, both teams “lost a lot of
important competitors last year,
but we are filling in the gaps!” But
that is not to say the program
lacks talent. The throwers,
anchored by proven veterans
Kelsey Marakovits ’10 and
Camille Charles ’10, are leaders
on the team. Marakovits has just
come off a stellar indoor Shot
Put season, with a Hartford
Courant All-State Honorable
mention, and a Rocky Hill Post
All State selection, while Charles

Although Kennedy is temporarily
sidelined, the 4 X 100 team is
hoping to repeat their success
when Kennedy returns.
Underclassmen have played a
critical role in this year’s track
teams. The girls have started out
with a solid 2 wins and 2 losses
record. Harris credits the
underclassmen. “We have some
newcomer freshmen that have
really stepped it up.” These
freshmen include Rachael Duncan
’12, Kristie Gilbert ’12, Megan
Baker ’12, Elizabeth Allen ’12, and
Megan Auletta ’12.
Although the team has very few
upperclassmen, Harris says the
girls have “true heart.” “I’ve
always found the ‘our sport is
your sports punishment’ quote
pretty humorous,” Harris mused.
“I personally love to run and
don’t consider it a punishment at
all.” This can be said for all the
girls on the team, who relish their
sport and love to compete. For
track athletes, sometimes their
only equipment is their shoes and
their hearts, which beat with
Indian Pride.
The boys find themselves in a
similar situation. According to
Whiting, “freshmen make up
over half the team and are doing
well.” One of the top freshmen is
Peterson who can run his leg of
the 800 meters in 2:12, which
makes him one of the top
freshmen on the team, along
with teammate Brian Poirier ‘12.
“The boys are doing very well,”
remarked Whiting, who is also
the Spring Athlete of the
Season. “We’re shooting to win
the Northwest Conference
Championship.”
The potential found in both
boys and girls track makes it
obvious that Northwest
Catholic Track will continue to
extend their victories for many
years to come.

Lauren Rosano

Lauren Rosano

Northwest Catholic Girls and
Boys Track teams have been
incredibly successful programs, as
indicated by their recent victories.
The girls team won the Class S

was the Class S Indoor Shot Put
Champion and an All-Conference
athlete. In addition to the
throwers, the team is packed with
running talent including distance
runners Captain Andi Dombeck
’09, Captain Kylie Stedman ’09,
Meghan Feeney ‘10, hurdlers
Christine Smith 10’, Elizabeth
Allen ‘12, and sprinter Harris.
Talent can be found in
abundance on the boys side as
well, led by Captains John
Whiting ’09, Trenton Jackson
’10, and Eric Kennedy ’10. The
team looks strong. The 4 X 800
relay team of Whiting, Jack
Peterson ’12, Nico Greco ’10,
and Dan Huehner ’10 are
challenging the school record
every time they compete with a
blistering time of 8:34. Whiting
and Greco also run the two
mile event, with Greco’s
personal best being an even
10:00, with Whiting not far
behind. The sprinters return
Alden Jasper ’10, Kennedy,
Jackson, and Ryan Siegel ’10
from their indoor season.

Freshman Elizabeth Allen flies
ahead of the competition.

Boys LAX Looks for Wins
By Elizabeth Allen
The Northwest Catholic boys
lacrosse team worked their way
through the beginning of a new
season with a 2-4 record.
Despite tough losses against
Glastonbury, Xavier,
Southington, and Conard, the
team proved they still have
potential with major wins
against East Catholic and
against Somers. In these games,
Will Grady ’09, Taylor
Waybright ’11, Sean Murphy
’09, Jake Spignesi ’09, and Jack
Hayes ’10 all scored, holding the
team together with their talent
early in the season. The team is
led by senior captains Kevin
Boya and Sean Murphy, both
midfield players. Grady, Hayes,
and Waybright form an
aggressive attack team, while Tim
Waltman ‘10 anchors the
defensive team along with goalie
Drew Orsini ‘10. Some
underclassmen have also stepped
up to play at the varsity level.
When asked to name potential
underclassmen players, Murphy
gave credit to Jack Ferrell ‘12 and
Mike Laffin ’11, both defense
players, and Tanner Vaughn ’12,
who plays attack and midfield.
Head Coach Christopher
Gallagher challenges the team
with a tough, busy schedule in an
effort to prepare them for any

potential opposing team in the
Class S playoffs. Coach Gallagher
has hope for the team,
commenting, “The team has had

Mr. Dodd

NWC Men’s Tennis Team Serves Up Victories

Kevin O’Toole ‘10 cradles his way
through the defense.
many ups and downs so far this
season, in large part because it is
such a young team, but we have
definitely seen positive progress.
The guys form a team that is
willing to work hard and solve
any problems, and their efforts
should pay off by the end of the
season.” Murphy also speaks
highly of his teammates stating,
“We have lost a lot of talent from
last year, but we are more of a
team, and we get along really well
so that is definitely a positive.
We’ve had a rough start but we
are beginning to turn it around.”
If the team continues their hard
work, they will end their season
victoriously.

Girls Tennis Continues to Grow
By Joe McAndrews
Here at Northwest Catholic, Girls
Tennis has always been a popular
sport, but in 2009, it is more
popular than ever. With the
promotion of Deacon Sutherland
from a volunteer to a full time
coach, assisted by Ms. Kulpa,
Coach Piorkowski was able to
carry 28 girls on the team, a
remarkable number. According to
Coach Piorkowski, “We always
carried a large squad in the past,”
but now the team has expanded
to encompass not only a varsity
team, but a JV team as well,
making it the first JV tennis team
in Northwest Catholic history,
for either boys or girls.
Coach Piorkowski has scheduled
a number of JV matches, which
will provide the young team with
valuable playing time and
experience. Freshmen Emily
Kapral, Hannah Scobee, and
Caroline Carew are just a few of
the girls who will benefit from the
addition of JV matches. “The
girls are learning fundamentals of
good singles and doubles play,”
said Coach Piorkowski. “We are
trying to teach them to be
consistent, but also aggressive.”
With a red hot 5 wins and 1 loss
varsity record so far this season,
Coach Piorkowski’s methods are
clearly working. He is an active
coach who, according to Captain
Maura Eagan ’09, “leads the way
with his inspirational pep talks
from across the fence.” Pacing the
sidelines, Coach Piorkowski is in
constant motion during matches
because he always tries to give all
girls, regardless of skill level,
equal attention and coaching.
According to Coach Piorkowski,
this is a crucial element when
building a high school tennis
team. “For the team to win, at
least four girls [or doubles teams]
must win their individual

matches,” Coach Piorkowski said.
“If you have one really good girl,
who wins her match every time,
the team still cannot win without
the support of the other girls.
Tennis is very much a team sport
that depends on the success of
every player.”
The varsity team is made up of
Emily McDonough ’10 at 1
singles, Emily Olszewski ’10 at 2
singles, Captain Emily Schwartz
’09 at 3 singles, and Katherine
Butler at 4 singles. The doubles
teams are Kathleen Baldassarre
’09 and Lizzie Olszewski at 1
doubles, Mikki Tracey ’09 and
Gabby Marandino ’10 at 2
doubles, and Captain Maura
Eagan ’09 and Roz Gilbert ’10 at
3 doubles.
The team is very balanced this
year, said Coach Piorkowski, “the
singles are very strong and the
doubles teams are experienced.”
With Gabby Marandino’s
outstanding net play, Emily
McDonough’s powerful
groundstrokes, Mikka Tracy’s
stunning serve, and Roz Gilbert’s
all around game it is clear to see
why the team is so strong.
There does not seem to be a
weakness in the team’s lineup.
Clearly the strength of the team is
in their depth. With many starters
returning from the 08 season and
not many graduating after the 09
season, the future looks bright
for an already successful
program.
With consistent hard work, the
girls hope to contend for a Class
S state championship. After being
eliminated last year, the team is
hungry for a title. But just
because the team works hard,
does not mean they do not have
fun. In fact, according to Eagan,
“everyone on the team has a ton
of fun. We’re closer and laugh a
lot more than any other tennis
team I have seen.”
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Northwest easily beat St. Paul
Catholic 7-2. St. Paul Catholic
is a 1-7 team as of May 5. The
boys seemed to be on a hot
streak because they defeated the
fifth team in row, this time Hall.
It was a 7-0 shutout, in which
the boys did not allow a single
run to be scored against them.
Then on April 29, the winning
streak was up. The Indians lost
a difficult game to East
Catholic, who has an 8-1
record. Northwest lost 6-1.
During the next game, the boys
were on their game, and they
defeated SMSA 6-0 in another
shut-out. SMSA is a 2-7 team
this season. On Monday, May
4, the boys were defeated in an
extremely close game by
RHAM. The game ended with
RHAM on top with a score of
5-3. RHAM is a 7-3 team.
This season, the Northwest
Baseball Team has a 7-3 record
as of the fifth of May, currently
tying them with RHAM for

Carissa Desiderato

The Northwest Baseball Team has
had a reputation for being one of
the most successful sports during
the spring season. They are an
excellent example of cooperation,
sportsmanship, practice, and hard
work, just as any team should be.
This year’s baseball team has many
expectations to live up to, not unlike
the previous years of being an
extremely competitive team. They
did not lose as many seniors from
last year as they had two seasons
ago, but still have to work hard.
This year, Senior Captains Garret
Hickey and Patrick Tanguay lead
the team with the guidance of
Coaches Cory Carlson and Ronald
Swanson. The two captains have
been a large part of the baseball
team for all four years, and Garret
Hickey has been a notably strong
bat in the line-up since last year.
Junior Andrew Beaule is pitching
well this season and has two wins.
Co-Captains Patrick Tanguay and
Garret Hickey are
both hitting very
well this season,
along with Junior
Tom Bourdon,
who has been an
outstanding
member of the
team since he
started in
freshman year.
The boys started
off the 2009
season with a
close, competitive
3-2 win against
Windsor Locks,
who currently has
a 4-5 record.
Their next game
was against
Sophomore Matt D’Orsi winds up on the mound.
Berlin, to whom
they lost 16-1.
Berlin is an admirable team who has third place within their
conference. Northwest has had
a record of 8-1, and was only
a tough time the past couple of
defeated by New Britain. On
years trying to fill the shoes of
Wednesday, April 15 Northwest lost
it’s baseball predecessors,
to Middletown 10-3. Then on
however the coaches and
Friday, the Indians came back to
players have done an excellent
win against Plainville 5-1, who also
job of nurturing their talent
has a record of 6-4. The following
and growing a team from the
Thursday, Northwest played a
roots upward. The Indians
challenging game against Fermi,
have proven that they are
who lost to Northwest 12-8. The
capable of dealing with difficult
next day, the team defeated Rocky
challenges, and their big bats,
Hill 6-2. Rocky Hill this year is a 4-6
and stellar fielding and pitching
team at the mid-season mark. On
will continue to help them.
Monday of the following week,

Girls Golf Starts Off With Success
By Madeleine Livingston
The most recent addition to the
Indian’s highly esteemed Athletics
Department, the Girls golf team is
in full swing this spring season. The
team was put together earlier this
school year by junior captain, Mary
Beckerman and is now an official
Northwest Catholic High School
varsity sport. Although it’s been a
difficult debut, their first season is
going much better than had been
hoped. Their current record is 3-6.
The girl’s golf team includes seven
members, with both novices and
experienced members on the green.
The girls practice and play home
matches at the Gillette Ridge golf
course in West Hartford. They are
coached by Northwest’s own, Mr.
Martorelli. Northwest proved to be
a tough competitor during their first
win of the season and in the history
of Northwest Girl’s Golf, against
Middletown. Captain Mary

Beckerman and freshman
Caroline Davenport led the
team to victory, both shooting
49s, which is a very good score.
The combined match score was
204 for Northwest, a significant
margin of victory against
Middletown’s score of 249.
Northwest won against the
Woodstock Academy and
Wethersfield teams, with scores
of 216-224 strokes, and 208-212
strokes respectively. The
Indians also played a great
match against East Catholic, at
Minnechaug Golf Course in
Glastonbury but lost by a close
5 strokes. The athletic
community looks forward to
more success from girls golf
with much enthusiasm. “The
season started great, we have
three wins already which was
more than expected, I’m very
proud of the team,” said Mary
Beckerman.

By Jacklyn Diaz

making. For example, two
players are sent to first and third
base while a player on the field
must choose where to throw the
ball for the out, in case a similar

5-4. Outstanding players of the
game were sophomores Lauren
Despite an unfortunate start of
Backhaus and Melissa Martucci,
the season with a loss to Berlin 8and senior Nina Varney. Despite
1, the Northwest Catholic Varsity
the previous loss, Northwest
Softball team continues
defeated Avon four days later
to work hard in hopes of
with a score of 16-1 on April 28th,
qualifying for states this
as Lauren Backhaus and
year. Under the guidance
freshman Jess Tyler were high
of varsity head coach, Liz
scoring with 3 runs each. As the
Sankar and assistant
Indians continue their
coach, Roger Clapper, the
progression into the remaining
team is taught to
season with a record of 4-7,
maintain a competitive
pitchers Nina Varney, Lauren
spirit and to give the
Backhaus, sophomore Kelly
sport their full
Yorio and freshman Jesse Rocha
dedication. Because the
keep throwing consistently well.
coaches demand hustle
Nina Varney also is a leader in
and hard work in every
offensive production along with
game and practice, the
freshman Jess Tyler and
team members have to be
sophomore Sharon Grimshaw.
at their best at all times.
The JV team should not be
Led by senior co-captains
overlooked. As of April 29th, the
Caroline Leuenberger
JV girls maintain a record with
and Nina Varney the
two wins: one against East
Melissa Martucci prepares to throw for the out. Catholic with a score of 12-4 and
team practices nearly
everyday, displaying
another against Avon with a
much dedication to the sport and
situation should arise in future
score of 8-1. Although the
experiencing bonding with other
games. The games are usually as
softball program has endured a
players on the team. The girls
long as seven innings, lasting for
few hard losses so far, the players
endure a grueling practice of long
about one to two hours.
are still able to hold their heads
runs around the track, dynamic
However, the games can go on
up high and face the rest of the
stretches such as lunges and high
for an extra inning such as the
season with the aid of diligence
knee walks, and throwing to
game against Rocky Hill on April and enthusiasm as they continue
warm up the arms and shoulders.
24th. Although the girls fought
their consistent and rapid
The girls also practice decisiontheir hardest that day, they lost
improvement.
Alex McKenzie

By Cara Ledwidge

NWC Plays Tough Through Difficulties

‘08 Boys Golf Champs Return for a New Season
By Madeleine Livingston
The game of golf has long been
known as a completely personal
sport. However, at Northwest
Catholic, golf maintains the dual
status of being both a team sport
and an individual sport. The
members of the NWC boys golf
team compete individually against
their opponents, but their scores
contribute to a total team score.
The Varsity Top Five consists of
senior and captain Matt Collins,
junior Brendan Lemp,
sophomores Pat Nista and
Gipper Gailor and freshman
Ryan Strid. This arrangement has
led the Northwest Catholic boys
golf team to reign superior in
their conference, as the returning
2008 Division IV State
Champions. Matt Collins,
Brendan Lemp, Gipper Gailor,
and Pat Nista are all returning
members of last spring’s team.
They are currently undefeated

with only one tie against
Ellington, and a complete record
of 12-1-0. Varsity coach Mr.
Fletcher and Junior Varsity
coach Dr. Luddy have surely
coached their team to success.
Junior Brendan Lemp comments
that the team’s biggest
accomplishments were “beating
Ellington when playing them for
a second time and winning
against our toughest competitor,
Berlin.” Northwest defeated the
Redcoats by nine strokes, with a
score of 156-163. The record low
match score for boy’s golf last
year was a stunning 147. The
team is rapidly approaching this
record, scoring lower and lower
with every match they play. The
season record low is currently
156 strokes at home, and 155
strokes away at Tallwood
Country Club in Hebron. Lemp
states, “golf is a mental sport.”
Therefore, to succeed in golf, one
must be calm and confident. The

golf team owes much of their
composure to both their coaches
and their captain, Matt Collins.
Encouragement and motivation
root directly from these sources.
Collins is praised by his
teammates as a good leader and a
good example on the course who
is always willing to offer tips. On
days when the team does not have
a match, the team can be found
heading across the street to
Wampanoag Country Club, their
home course. They practice on the
putting green and driving range
daily and often even play nine
holes after school. Here, Collins
and Strid exhibit their expert
putting skills, Lemp and Gailor
perfect their drives and Nista can
always be counted to shoot a 41.
The culmination of the team’s
efforts will hopefully be
manifested in their entrance into
and continued success in both the
State and Conference
Championship Tournaments.

Athlete of the Season: John Whiting
How do you handle the
responsibility of being a captain for
three sports?

performances, cheer on your
team, and more or less be a good
example, all of which you should
have been doing as a beginner,

Well it’s not the heaviest burden to
bear so I basically go to practices
and meets, have a good time and
work hard. My fellow runners
have always been great people
that are great to work with so
“handling the responsibility” has
been a pleasure that isn’t too
difficult to handle.
Lauren Rosano

Indians Baseball Scores Big

Has your role as a captain altered
the way you participate in NWC
athletics?
Not that much, this year I have
run faster then I ever have, and
instead of doing warm ups in the
outside of the circle I am in the
middle now. Being a captain on
running teams is not much more
then the natural continuation of
things, you try to improve your

John Whiting
the only difference is you lead
warm-ups and sometimes get to
choose the running routes for
practice.

What effect has running had on you
as a person over the last four
years?
Over the last four years running
has tired me out more than I
would have been otherwise, and I
know the area around Northwest
better than I would have, that is
about all running has done for
me. It really is the people that I
have run with over the four years
that have made the difference and
have motivated me to be a better
runner, student, and person.
Where did you find the motivation
to run so continuously during your
time at Northwest?
Believe it or not I have always
been involved in sports, so it
would have felt different for me
not to do something athletic or
competitive.
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Girls Lacrosse Finishes a Winning Season Baseball Has Great Success

Mr. Dodd

Mr. Dodd

Coming off of a 17-2 season, the
Girls Lacrosse team looks to
mirror their breakout year while
developing their young team. Last
year the team made it to the semifinals of the Division II State
Championship until they lost to

Several days prior to the opening
Mansollilo, Captain Lizzie
Winland, and Kayleigh Donnelly) game the team hit a setback.
Starting goalie Bridget Daly was
compared to the nine who
involved in a car accident,
graduated following the 2008
resulting in a broken wrist.
season. In addition to the roster
Sophomore Dana Cory stepped
changes, former Assistant Coach
up to the plate and took over the
Bill Mullady has been named
position, rising above all
Head Coach. These changes have
expectations. Daly
led Tory to classify
came back towards
this season as a
the end of the
“rebuilding year.”
season and the team
The girls finished
went on a winning
their season with nine
streak beating rivals
wins, seven losses and
East Catholic in the
one tie. An exciting
final home game.
game this season was
The girls made the
the win over higher
state tournament
ranked Newington
and won their first
High School. Senior
game against
Kayleigh Donnelly
Ellington with a 17helped lead the team
13 victory. In the
to its fourth win,
scoring an
Freshman Phenom Grace second round the
girls played well
exceptional seven of
Hallinan effortlessly
against tough
the ten goals. At this
scoops up a ground ball.
competitors Old
point in the season
Lyme with a 15-14 loss in
Donnelly leads the team in goals
overtime. The team is already
followed by Mary Frailey and
looking forward to next season
Mansollilo. While the seniors put
and the future success of this
up numbers on the scoreboard,
young team.
juniors Devon Soucier, and
At the conclusion of the season,
Chelsea Mencio hold up the
Mansollilo was honored as a
defense. Mansollilo said,
CIAC Second Team All-State
“Though we have such a young
selection, while Frailey and
team, there is lots of promise.”
Soucier were honored with
Talented freshmen Grace
CIAC First Team All-State
Hallinan, Taylor Selig, and
selections. Daly, Soucier, and
Kathleen Collins were key
Frailey will all return next year as
contributors to this year’s team,
captains hoping to repeat and
and are promising for the future
further the success of 2009.
success.

All-State Junior Mary Frailey slices
swiftly through the defense against
cross-town rival Hall High School.
Danbury High School by one
goal. The successful season set
high standards for 2009.
Girls Lacrosse is one of the many
teams at Northwest to lose
players to a large graduating class
from the previous season. This
year’s team has all of three
seniors total (Captain Tory

By Cara Ledwidge & Ryan
Thompson

May 4, the boys were defeated in
an extremely close game by
RHAM. The game ended with
RHAM on top with a score of 53. RHAM was an 11-9 team. In
perhaps the most exciting game
of the regular season, Northwest
avenged a 16-1 loss earlier in the
year, shutting out Berlin 4-0. The
team played exceptionally well,
facing Berlin’s top pitcher, Matt
Carisiti, the player of the year in
the state and draftee in the Major
League Baseball draft. Berlin also
won the conference and is the 1
seed in the Class L state
tournament. The team seemed to
trade wins for losses the
following games, but made a
statement in a thrilling comeback
victory over arch-rival East
Catholic 13-11.
This season, the Northwest
Baseball Team finished with a
regular season record of 13-7,
qualifying for the state
tournament. Northwest came in
seeded seventh, earning them a
first round bye. In the second
round, the boys defeated a very
talented and very well coached St.
Bernard’s team 4-3.
Unfortunately, the boys lost their
next game to Shepaug Valley, the
2 seed, 3-0 in the quarterfinals.
Because of their tremendous
accomplishments on the field,
Tom Bourdon, Pat Tanguay, and
Andy Beaule were all voted to the
All-Conference Team.
Furthermore, Tom Bourdon was
named to the Class S All-State
team and will play in the Junior
All-Star Game. Pat Tanguay was
also selected to play in the Senior
All-Star Game. Coach Carlson’s
outlook on the season is as
follows: “Overall we had a solid
season. I would like to thank all
the kids for their hard work and
effort. I would also like to say
thank you to all of the seniors for

The Northwest Baseball Team
has had a reputation for being
one of the most successful sports
during the spring season. They
are an excellent example of
cooperation, sportsmanship,
practice, and hard work, just as
any team should be.
This year’s baseball team has
many expectations to live up to,
not unlike the previous years of
being an extremely competitive
team. This year, Senior Captains
Garrett Hickey, Patrick Tanguay
and Dillon Desiderato lead the
team with the guidance of
Coaches Cory Carlson, Ron
Swanson, Dave Swanson, and
Jason Maule. The three captains
have been a large part of the
baseball team for all four years,
Hickey has been a notably strong
bat in the line-up, Tanguay has
been a consistent catalyst for the
offense, and Desiderato has been
solid on both offense and defense.
The young pitching staff is led by
Andy Beaule, Tom Bourdon,
Matt D’Orsi, and Jon Moore.
Patrick Tanguay and Garrett
Hickey both hit very well this
season, along with Junior Tom
Bourdon, who has been an
outstanding member of the team
since he started in freshman year.
The boys started off the 2009
season with a close, competitive 32 win against a solid Windsor
Locks team, who finished with a
12-8 record. Following this win,
the team experienced a little
downfall with two tough losses.
The first loss was against Berlin,
to whom they lost 16-1. Berlin is
an admirable team who finished
the regular season 17-3. Next, on
Wednesday, April 15 Northwest
lost to Middletown 10-3.
However, the boys bounced back
with remarkable
energy and went on
an impressive five
game winning streak,
including a 5-1 victory
over Plainville on
Friday April 17,
beating an
outstanding pitcher
headed to UConn,
and a team who
ended the year 13-7.
The following
Thursday, Northwest
played a challenging
game against Fermi,
who lost to
Northwest 12-8. The
next day, the team
defeated Rocky Hill 62. Rocky Hill
concluded the season
Junior Ryan Thompson swings for the
with a 7-13 record.
fences with perfect form, driving the ball
On Monday of the
deep into the outfield grass.
following week,
their work and dedication
Northwest easily beat St. Paul
throughout their careers. I wish
Catholic 7-2. St. Paul Catholic
Ryan, Ryan, and Lester best of
finished with a 6-14 record. The
boys seemed to be on a hot streak luck at school, and Dillon,
Garrett, and Patrick successful
because they defeated the fifth
college careers.” Northwest has
team in a row, this time Hall. It
had a tough time the past years
was a 7-0 shutout, in which the
trying to fill the shoes of their
boys did not allow a single run to
predecessors, but they have done
be scored against them. Then on
an excellent job of nurturing their
April 29, the winning streak was
talent, growing a team from the
up. The Indians lost a difficult
roots upward.Although the team
game, 6-1, to East Catholic, who
fell short of their goal of winning
finished the year with a 15-5
a state championship, they
record. During the next game, the
boys were on their game, and they solidified Northwest Catholic as a
perennial contender in the Class S
defeated SMSA 6-0 in another
tournament and have high
shut-out. SMSA ended as a 2-16
expectations for years to come.
team this season. On Monday,
Mr. Dodd

By: John Shevchuk

